WAY FORWARD

1. Updation and computerization of land records
2. SIA should be compulsory for every project to fulfil the Objective of the Act as enshrined in its Preamble
3. Capacity building of SIA Units, SIA agencies, district administration and acquiring bodies
4. Standardization of SIA report format and preparation of broad Terms of References (ToRs) in major sectors
5. Preparation of manuals for acquisition proceedings and R&R activities
6. Freeze on land transactions at the time of issue of notification u/s 4 of The RFCTLARR Act, 2013
7. Organize financial counselling camps for recipients of monetary compensation
8. Training for skill development in line with available prospects in local markets
9. Dwelling units for displaced families in joint name of husband-wife
10. Create policy and regulatory framework for land pooling and leasing
11. DoLR may provide support for research and documentation to generate learning about the experience of implementation